Grimes County Road and Bridge Report:

Road & Bridge is continuing the maintenance of roads throughout the County.

Boom mow on CR 146 and English Rd.

Crews have mowing on CR 123, 124 and 125.

Lease trucks have been hauling base onto CR 201, 201 Loop, 208, 309, Pinebrook and Tawnyberry.

Processed base on CR 201 and CR 201 Loop to prepare for first course sealing.


Neyland Bridge Construction has been doing repairs on the concrete bridge on CR 403.

Shot oil on the parking lot of the Grimes County Fairgrounds and CR 251.

The tree contractor has been removing dead trees on CR 302, 314, 324 & 417.

Glenn Fuqua, Inc. is working on reconstruction of CR 204.

Dobbins-Plantersville Water Co. has relocated the waterline on the old CR 201 bridge. R&B can proceed with removal of the old bridge now.

Drainage:

Ditch work was performed on CR 102, Loads 18 (LF 680), CR 110, Loads 13 (LF 360), CR 147, Loads 38 (LF 2,430), CR 201, Loads 12 (LF 400), CR 305, Loads 207 (LF 5,200) and Clark Rd., Loads 5 (LF 300).

Install driveway culverts (15x24) 2ea. on CR 147 (2 loads of base).

Install Cross Culverts on CR 201. 1(18x24), 1(30x30), 1(36x30) and added 3 loads of base.

Side Ditching CR 133 (LF 6,200), CR 134 (LF 16,689).

Repair wash out on Wyrick off of Clark (5 loads of dig out).

Other:

After determining that Grimes County did not have a project that would meet the scoring criteria for the GLO-CDBG Hurricane Harvey MIT grant application, the decision has been made not to submit an application.

GLO-CDBG 2015 grant project has been completed, and final close-out documentation is being prepared.

GLO-CDBG 2016 grant project design work is continuing. Right of way acquisitions associated with this process are being completed at this time.

GLO-CDBG Hurricane Harvey grant project design work is nearing completion.

Subdivision:

Reagan Estates Replat is being processed at this time.

Bluebonnet Lane plat is being processed at this time.

Meetings have been held with developers regarding several other new subdivisions.